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In this letter we define a natural generalization of the von Neumann entropy to multiple parties
that is symmetric with respect to all the parties. We call this measure multi-entropy. We show that
for conformal field theories with holographic duals, the multi-entropy is computed by the area of
an appropriate “soap-film” anchored on the boundary. We conjecture the quantum version of this
prescription that takes into account the sub-leading corrections in GN .

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, quantum information theoretic notions
such as entanglement entropy [1–6] have been immensely
useful in shedding light on some of the important ques-
tions pertaining to quantum gravity . In particular, it has
helped understand holographic encoding of the gravita-
tional Hilbert space and in turn, the Black-hole entropy
[7, 8] and the information paradox. However, with the
exception of reflected entropy [9] and negativity [10, 11],
almost all the discussion has been centered on the en-
tanglement between two parties i.e. on bi-partite en-
tanglement. It is expected that knowing multi-partite
entanglement structure in quantum gravity would refine
our understanding of the holographic encoding of grav-
itational Hilbert space in conformal field theory Hilbert
space. To this end, we introduce a multi-partite entan-
glement measure and its holographic dual.

II. THE MEASURE

Let |Ψ〉 ∈ ⊗q
a=1Ha be a quantum state of a q-party

system. Let dimHa = da and |αa〉, αa ∈ {1, . . . , da} be
its orthonormal basis. In |αa〉 basis, the state |Ψ〉 is given
as

|Ψ〉 =

d1∑
α1=1

. . .

dq∑
αq=1

ψα1...αq
|α1〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |αq〉. (1)

A q-party entanglement measure is the information con-
tained in the wavefunction ψ (and its complex conjugate)
that is invariant under “local unitary transformations”.
They are products of unitary operations Ua ∈ U(da) per-
formed in individual system a. Naturally, such a measure
is obtained by contracting αa indices for all a. Now αa

is a fundamental index on ψ and an anti-fundamental
index of ψ̄. Hence, in order to construct invariants we
need an equal number of ψ’s and ψ̄’s. We will call this
number the replica number n. We index the replicas by
the superscript (i). In particular, the Hilbert space Ha
of the i-th replica is denoted as H(i)

a and the associated

basis as |α(i)
a 〉. The wavefunction of the i-th replica is

then ψ
α

(i)
1 ...α

(i)
q

and similarly its conjugate is ψ̄α
(i)
1 ...α(i)

q .

A. Bi-partite

Let us consider the following bi-partite entanglement
measure with a fixed replica number n

Zn ≡ Tr(ρn), where ρ
α

(2)
1

α
(1)
1

≡ ψ
α

(1)
1 α

(1)
2
ψ̄α

(2)
1 α

(1)
2 . (2)

Here ρ is the density matrix for party 1. With this no-
tation, the squared norm of |Ψ〉 is Z1. This measure is
related to the familiar n-th Renyi entropy Sn as

Sn =
1

1− n
Log(Zn/Zn1 ). (3)

Let us reformulate this measure using permutations act-
ing on replicas. This will be useful while dealing with
entanglement in quantum field theories using twist oper-
ators.

Zn = (ψ
α

(1)
1 α

(1)
2
ψ
α

(2)
1 α

(2)
2
. . .)(ψ̄α

(1)
1 α

(σ·1)
2 ψ̄α

(2)
1 α

(σ·2)
2 . . .)

(4)

where σ is a cyclic permutation element acting in the
space of replicas i = 1, . . . , n of the second party i.e.

σ(α
(i)
2 ) = α

(i+1)
2 with α

(n+1)
2 ≡ α

(1)
2 . Because this per-

mutation acts only on the replica copies of party-2, we
denote it as σ2. A priori, it would seem that we should
specify two permutation elements (σ1, σ2), the first one
acting on replicas of party-1 and the other acting on repli-
cas of party-2 to get the most general index contraction,
i.e.

(ψ
α

(1)
1 α

(1)
2
ψ
α

(2)
1 α

(2)
2
. . .)(ψ̄α

(σ1·1)
1 α

(σ2·1)
2 ψ̄α

(σ1·2)
1 α

(σ2·2)
2 . . .)

(5)

However, we can always relabel replicas of ψ̄ so that one
of the σ’s, say σ1, is brought to id form. In other words,
(σ1, σ2) and (σ1g, σ2g), g ∈ Sn yield the same measure.
We express this as an equivalence relation

(σ1, σ2) ∼ (σ1, σ2) g (6)

There is yet another equivalence, namely under simul-
taneous relabeling of replica copies of both ψ’s and ψ̄’s.
Such a relabeling leads to conjugation of both σa by some
h ∈ Sn. We express this as the equivalence relation

(σ1, σ2) ∼ h−1 (σ1, σ2)h. (7)
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If we use equation (6) to set σ1 = id, then thanks to equa-
tion (7), the bi-partite entanglement measure depends
only on the conjugacy class of σ2. Conjugacy class in Sn
is specified by cycle decomposition {pk} where pk is the
number of k-cycles such that

∑
k k pk = n. For this class,

it is easy to see that the resulting measure (5) is∏
k

(Tr(ρk))pk =
∏
k

(Zk)pk . (8)

This shows that the ring of bi-partite measures is gener-
ated by Zk’s.

B. Multi-partite

Following this discussion, we can write a general
multi-partite measure by giving permutation elements
(σ1, . . . , σq) with equivalence relations

(σ1, . . . , σq) ∼ (σ1, . . . , σq) · g (9)

(σ1, . . . , σq) ∼ h−1 (σ1, . . . , σq)h. (10)

Unlike the bi-partite case, where Renyi entropies are the
only independent measures of entanglement, for the case
of three or higher number of parties, the number of mea-
sures increase exponentially or faster with the replica
number n. In this letter, we will not concern ourselves
with general q-party measures but rather focus on a par-
ticular family of measures labeled by an integer that is
symmetric under the exchange of all the parties.

As in the bi-partite case, equation (9) can be used to
set σ1 = id. But this “gauge fixing” obscures the symme-
try between all the parties as it treats party-1 differently
from others. So we will not use the gauge freedom (9)
and (10) just yet and specify all σa’s. We will do so with
nq replicas. We index the replicas with a q-dimensional
index vector (i1, . . . , iq) where each ia = {1, . . . , n}. The
permutation element σa is defined as the cyclic element
acting only on ia:

σa · (. . . , ia, . . .) = (. . . , ia + 1, . . .), a = 1, . . . , q. (11)

As an element of the permutation group Snq , its conju-
gacy class is pn = nq−1 with all other pk = 0. It is also
clear that this measure is symmetric in all the q parties.

Now we use the gauge freedom (9) with g = σ−1
1 . This

gives us an equivalent set of permutation elements

(id, σ2σ
−1
1 , . . . , σqσ

−1
1 ). (12)

Note that the action of any of these permutations on
(i1, . . . , iq) keeps the sum

∑
a ia invariant. As a result,

their action on nq replicas splits into n orbits of nq−1 el-
ements with

∑
a ia = constant(modn). Each orbit gives

rise to the same invariant of ψ’s and ψ̄’s. It is convenient
to work with a single orbit, say with

∑
a ia = 0(modn).

For this orbit, we can use the relabeling freedom (10) to
set the replica index i1 to 1. With this gauge fixing, we

get a convenient presentation of the rest of the permuta-
tion elements (σ2σ

−1
1 , . . . , σqσ

−1
1 ) ≡ (σ̂2, . . . , σ̂q).

σ̂a · (. . . , ia, . . .) = (. . . , ia + 1, . . .), a = 2, . . . , q. (13)

We have denoted the gauge fixed permutation elements
as σ̂a to avoid confusion with un-gauge fixed permutation
elements σa. The index set in equation (13) starts from
i2 because i1 has already been set to 1. We denote the

measure defined by σ̂a elements in (13) as Z(q)
n and define

Renyi multi-entropy S
(q)
n as

S(q)
n ≡

1

1− n
Log (Z(q)

n /(Z(q)
1 )n

q−1

). (14)

Here the factor (Z(q)
1 )n

q−1

serves to normalize the state.
This is the family of q-partite measures that we are in-
terested in. Let us pause for a moment to consider prop-
erties of the set {σ̂a : a = 2, . . . , q}.

• σ̂a’s have the same equivalence class given by the
cycle pn = nq−2 with all other pk = 0.

• σ̂−1
a σ̂b for a 6= b also have the same equivalence

class.

• Together, σ̂as generate the subgroup Z⊗q−1
n of the

permutation group.

These observations will be important in the future dis-
cussions.

In a way, fixing σ̂1 = id has a very natural interpreta-
tion. If we consider a single ψ and a single ψ̄ with i1 index
contraction, we get the density matrix on H2⊗ . . .⊗Hq.
This density matrix has the index structure

ρ
α

(σ̂2·i2)
2 ...α

(σ̂q·iq)
q

α
(i2)
2 ...α

(iq)
q

. (15)

This means the gauge fixed permutations σ̂a’s describe
index contractions of this density matrix. Let us see this
with two examples, for q = 2,

Z(2)
n =

∑∏
i2

ρ
α

(σ̂2·i2)
2

α
(i2)
2

=
∑

ρ
α

(σ̂2·1)
2

α
(1)
2

ρ
α

(σ̂2·2)
2

α
(2)
2

. . . ρ
α

(σ̂2·n)
2

α
(n)
2

.

Here sum is over all repeated indices. With σ̂2 being a
cyclic element as specified by equation (13), this is noth-

ing but Zn defined earlier. So we have showed S
(2)
n = Sn.

Graphically, denoting ρ as in figure 1, we get the graph-

ical representation of S
(2)
n as a circular lattice of ρ’s of

length n as in figure 1. Each directed link in this lattice
represents index contraction from a fundamental index to
an anti-fundamental index. The advantage of this graph-
ical notation is that it admits straightforward extension
to higher number of parties. For instance, in the case
of 3-parties, we denote the density matrix as in figure

2. Then Z(3)
n is the index contraction given by the toric

lattice of ρ’s with both sides being of length n. This is

shown in figure 2. Similarly, Z(q)
n is the index contraction
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ρ j1
i1

= i1j1

FIG. 1. Graphical notation for the density matrix for q = 2

and the index contraction that gives Z(2)
4 .

ρ j1j2
i1i2

= i1j1

i2

j2

FIG. 2. Graphical notation for the density matrix for q = 3

and the index contraction that gives Z(3)
4

given by (q − 1)-dimensional toric lattice with all sides
being of length n.

Arguably the most important measure of bi-partite en-
tanglement, the von-Neumann entropy S, is obtained as
a limit

S = limn→1 Sn. (16)

The Renyi multi-entropy S
(q)
n is defined such that the

limit

S(q) = limn→1 S
(q)
n , (17)

called the multi-entropy, has a number of nice properties.

1. It is symmetric in all the parties.

2. For q = 2, it reduces to the von-Neumann entropy.

3. It admits a convenient holographic description.

Properties 1 and 2 are obvious from the discussion so far.
In the rest of the paper, we will discuss multi-entropy for
holographic theories and describe what we exactly mean
by property 3. The multi-entropy can also be computed

from Z(q)
n using the formula

S(q) = −∂nlog
(
Z(q)
n /(Z(q)

1 )n
q−1
)
|n=1. (18)

We will use this formula and equation (17) interchange-
ably.

C. A note on analytic continuation

We have defined the multi-entropy as a limit of the
Renyi multi-entropy in equation (17). This requires ana-

lytic continuation of S
(q)
n away from integer n. One may

rightly wonder whether such an analytic continuation ex-
ists and under what conditions is it unique. The issue of
existence was recently emphasized in [12]. The unique-
ness issue is usually tackled using the Carlson’s theorem.
It says

• A function f(z) that is analytic for Re(z) > 0 and
satisfies

f(|z|) ≤ Aec|z|, f(iy) ≤ Aeπy (19)

for some real constants A and c for all z ∈ C and
y ∈ R and vanishes for any non-negative integer
must be identically zero.

In order to argue for the uniqueness of the analytic con-
tinuation (if it exists) we must look for analytic functions
obeying the analyticity and boundedness conditions re-
quired by the Carlson’s theorem, henceforth called the
Carlson conditions. The problem of constructing such a
function from its values at non-negative integers or “in-
put data” was considered in a paper by Regge and Viano
[13]. There this problem was motivated from the the-
ory of complex angular momentum. The authors obtain
a solution that is even amenable to numerical analysis.
However, it is not clear whether their proposed analytic
continuation obeys the Carlson conditions. This question
was expounded upon in the paper [14]. In this paper,
authors propose an elaborate set of conditions on the
input data that is necessary for the Carlson conditions
to hold [15]. We are currently exploring if these condi-
tions satisfied Renyi multi-entropies of qubit states. If
these conditions hold for general quantum states then
the multi-entropy would be unambiguously defined. For
the purposes of this paper, we will define multi-entropy
only for those states whose Renyi multi-entropy admit
a manifest analytic continuation. As we will see below,
this is the case for holographic states.

D. Example

Although the multi-entropy is amenable to holographic
computation as we will see shortly, it is difficult to com-
pute for finite dimensional quantum systems. This is be-
cause multi-entropy is defined only via the replica trick

and, in general, it is difficult to compute Z(q)
n as an

analytic function of n. However, for a special class of
states that we call generalized GHZ states, the multi-
entropy is readily computed. Consider |Ψ〉 ∈ ⊗q

a=1Ha

with dimHa = d. The generalized GHZ state is defined
as

|Ψ〉GHZ =
∑
i

λi|i〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |i〉. (20)
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Here |i〉 is an orthonormal basis in Ha for all a. The state

is normalized so
∑
i |λi|2 = 1. It is easy to compute Z(q)

n

because the same index i runs through all the contrac-

tions. It contributes |λi|2n
q−1

. Then the q-Renyi entropy
is

S(q)
n =

1

1− n
log
(∑

i

|λi|2n
q−1
)
. (21)

Taking the n→ 1 limit,

S(q) = (1− q)
∑
i

|λi|2log|λi|2. (22)

A bi-partite state can always be taken to the generalized
GHZ form via Schmidt decomposition. Then |λi|2 are
the eigenvalues of the density matrix. It is clear that
S(q) agrees with the von-Neumann entropy for q = 2.
We believe that it is extremely important to develop
techniques to compute multi-entropy for general states
to understand its quantum information theoretic proper-
ties.

E. Distinguishing isospectral density matrices

In this section, we will discuss the effectiveness of
Renyi multi-entropy in distinguishing multi-partite en-
tanglement in two mixed states. For this purpose, we
will present density matrices ρ12 and σ12 on two qubits
such that the spectrum of ρ12, ρ1 and ρ2 is identical to
that of σ12, σ1 and σ2 respectively. Such density matrices
are known as isospectral. This example of the isospec-
tral pair is borrowed from [16]. The isospectral property
of these density matrices guarantees that no bi-partite
measure of entanglement can distinguish between these
states. However, as we will show, all the Renyi multi-
entropies for these two states are different.

ρ12 =
1

3

1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0

 , σ12 =
1

3

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2

 (23)

The non-zero eigenvalues of ρ12, ρ1, ρ2 (and also for
σ12, σ1, σ2) are 1

3 ,
2
3 . The values of the first few Renyi

multi-entropies are

ρ σ

S
(3)
2 Log (9) Log

(
81
17

)
S

(3)
3

1
2Log

(
6561
14

)
1
2Log

(
729
19

)
S

(3)
4

1
3Log

(
14348907

139

)
1
3Log

(
43046721

65537

)
In fact, it is easy to see that ρ12 is obtained by trac-

ing out one party in the pure W-state (|100〉 + |010〉 +

|001〉)/
√

3 and σ12 is obtained analogously from the pure

generalized GHZ state (|000〉 +
√

2|111〉)/
√

3. The den-
sity matrix σ12 is separable while the density matrix ρ12

is not. The fact that the (Renyi) multi-entropy distin-
guishes the two suggests that it can lead to a new sepa-
rability criterion. We are currently exploring this possi-
bility.

III. MULTI-ENTROPY FROM HOLOGRAPHY

In this section, we will discuss computation of multi-
entropy in a D-dimensional conformal field theory T . Let
the state |Ψ〉 be defined on a time symmetric Cauchy slice
R of a D-manifold M. It is given by a Euclidean path
integral on the half-spaceMΨ such that ∂MΨ = R. The
dual bra 〈Ψ| is constructed by Euclidean path integral on
the other halfMΨ̄. It is obtained fromMΨ by reflecting
acrossR. The squared norm of Ψ is the partition function
ZM onM. Let us decomposeR into q number of disjoint
regions Ra, such that ∪aRa = R. Let the Hilbert space
on region Ra be Ha. We are interested in computing
multi-entropy of the state |Ψ〉 under the decomposition
⊗aHa. For theories that admit a weakly coupled gravity
dual, this problem can be addressed holographically.

The replica trick [1] involves working with the tensor

product theory T ⊗nq−1

on M. This theory has the dis-
crete symmetry Snq−1 . It admits co-dimension 2 twist
defects labeled by elements of this permutation group.
For every pair of regions (Ra,Rb) that share a bound-
ary, we insert the twist operator Oσ̂−1

a σ̂b
on the common

boundary. The measure Z(q)
n is then given by the cor-

relation function of these twist operators. Let us denote
the resulting replicated manifold asMn. The correlation
function of twist operators is the partition function ZMn

on Mn. Using (14) we have

Sq
n =

1

1− n
Log(ZMn

/(ZM)n
q−1

). (24)

Following [17], we will proceed to analyze this prob-
lem holographically. Let Bn be dominant the gravity
solutions such that ∂Bn = Mn. The manifold Bn is a
smooth manifold e.g. in the case of Einstein gravity with
negative cosmological constant, it is of constant negative
curvature. The holographic dictionary gives

LogZMn = −Sgrav(Bn). (25)

Here Sgrav(X ) is the gravitational action evaluated on
the solution X . For n = 1, this gives LogZM =
−Sgrav(B),B ≡ B1.

The background fields on the manifold Mn enjoy a
replica symmetry. This is the symmetry generated by the
permutation elements σ̂−1

a σ̂b associated to all the twist

operators. As remarked earlier, this group is Z⊗q−1
n . Fol-

lowing [17], we will assume that the dominant bulk solu-
tion Bn enjoys this symmetry. The solution Bn consists
of co-dimension 2 loci that are invariant under certain
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subgroups of the replica symmetry group. Some of these
loci, called “external”, are anchored at the fixed points on
the boundary (these are locations of twist operator inser-
tions onM) while the rest are “internal”. Let us denote
the loci that are anchored at the fixed points correspond-
ing to the twist operator Og as Lg. They are invariant
under the Zn subgroup generated by g. Generically, two
Ls can merge to form a different L. Merging obeys the
algebra Lg1 · Lg2 → Lg1g2 . The internal loci come about
because of such merging. Below we will assume that

1. Every fixed point locus is of the form Lσ̂−1
a σ̂b

.

We will justify this assumption shortly. Thanks to the
special property of our permutation elements σ̂a stated
below equation (14), this means that any locus is invari-
ant under some Zn subgroup of the replica symmetry.
Every locus Lg appears in groups of nq−2. This is be-

cause, the orbit of the action of replica group Z⊗q−1
n con-

sists of nq−2 elements as its stabilizer is Zn. For q = 2,
the number of elements in the orbit is 1.

We now make use of the replica symmetry in the bulk

to construct the orbifold B̃n ≡ Bn/(Zn)q−1. Due to
symmetry, the classical gravitational actions on the two
spaces are related as

Sgrav(Bn) = nq−1 Sgrav(B̃n). (26)

The orbifold B̃n has a nice property that ∂B̃n = M.
A group of nq−2 number of Lg become a single con-
ical singularity of opening angle 2π/n in the orbifold

B̃n. Let us denote this singularity as L̃g. Let us de-
note the web created by these singularities as W. Con-

sider a co-dimension 1 slice C ∈ B̃n that contains W and
∂C = R. There are multiple such slices and the precise
choice doesn’t matter for the following discussion. Every
singularity becomes a co-dimension 1 wall in C and the
web W yields its chamber decomposition. As we move
from Ra to Rb through C, we must encounter at least
one wall because the permutation elements σ̂a and σ̂b are
different. At this stage, we make an assumption about
W that

2. There is no chamber which lies completely in the
interior of C.

As a result, we get a one-to-one map between the cham-
bers and boundary regions. Let us denote the chamber
adjacent to Ra as Ca. It has the property ∂Ca∩M = Ra.
The web W consists of only those walls that separate Ca
and Cb for some (a, b). Such a wall must be of the type

L̃σ̂−1
a σ̂b

. The parent L ∈ Bn must also be of the same
type. This justifies our assumption 1.

To compute the q-Renyi entropy using equations (25)
and (26), we need to evaluate the gravitational action on

the orbifold solution B̃n. In what follows, we will special-
ize to the case of Einstein gravity. The orbifold solution
is a smooth solution of Einstein’s equations with constant

negative curvature except at L̃ where it has a conical sin-
gularity of opening angle 2π/n. The gravitational action

a

Corner seam

FIG. 3. Top view of the junction of tubular neighborhoods of

three L̃′s.

for this solution is computed as follows [17]. We excise
a small tubular neighborhood, say of radius a, around

the conical singularity L̃. The gravitational action comes
from the Gibbons-Hawking-York (GHY) term evaluated
on the resulting boundary. This contribution is extensive

in the co-dimension 2 area of L̃. In the limit a→ 0, the
action takes the form [18], 1−n

4nGN

∫
dyD−1

√
h. Here y is a

coordinate along L̃ and h is the induced metric on L̃. To
compute the equations that are obeyed by the singular
locus, it is useful to introduce a cosmic brane with the
same action supported on the singularity.

S(n)
br =

1− n
4nGN

∫
dyD−1

√
h =

1− n
4nGN

A. (27)

The y integral is simply the area A of the brane web W.
The solution is then computed by solving the equations

coming from the action Sgrav +S(n)
br . It is known [19, 20]

that such a cosmic brane action indeed gives rise to a con-
ical singularity of opening angle 2π/n in the two trans-
verse directions as desired. Once the solution is found
by extremizing Sgrav + S(n)

br , we need to evaluate only
the action Sgrav on the solution. This is because the
cosmic brane is not actually present at the singularity
but merely used as a trick to model the singularity. The

novelty in the multi-partite case is that multiple L̃g’s can
meet each other at higher co-dimensional loci. To accom-
modate such a meeting we simply let the corresponding
cosmic branes meet.

A priori, there can be additional terms in the brane
action supported only at the meeting locus. To compute
such terms we again excise the tubular neighborhood of

L̃’s and focus near their higher co-dimensional junction.

As multiple L̃’s meet, their corresponding tubular neigh-
borhoods also meet forming corners as shown in figure
3. For the gravitational variational principle to be well-
defined, we need to add the so-called Hayward term at
the corner just as the way we add the GHY term on the
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boundary.

SHayward = − 1

8πGN

∫
dξD−2 (θ − π)

√
γ. (28)

Here θ is the angle subtended by the two boundaries at
the corner, ξ is the coordinate along the corner and γ is
the induced metric on the corner. The contribution of
the Hayward term is extensive along the co-dimension 3
meeting locus and the proportionality constant is com-
puted by integrating the Hayward term along the one-
dimensional corner seam of the tubular neighborhood as
shown in figure 3. This integral is proportional to a and
vanishes as we take a→ 0. This had to be the case on di-
mensional grounds because the contribution at the meet-

ing locus must take the form ∼ 1
GN

`
(3)
meeting`scale. Here

`
(3)
meeting is the length (co-dimension 3) of the meeting lo-

cus in W and `scale is some length scale needed to obtain
a dimensionless answer. The only length scale that could
serve this purpose is a [21] which we take to 0. This ar-
gument also shows that there is no extra contribution to
the action even at higher co-dimension meeting loci.

Finding the solution to the theory Sgrav +S(n)
br for gen-

eral n is still a daunting task (see [18, 22, 23] for com-
putation of bi-partite Renyi entropy). But to compute
multi-entropy, only the limit n → 1 is relevant. As the

only n dependence appears in the coefficient in S(n)
br , the

solution can be analytically continued away from n in-
teger. Moreover, in the limit n → 1, the tension of the
brane goes to zero and the solution can be found in the
probe limit as brane web configuration that extremizes
Sbr in the fixed background B. The solution obeys the

equation of motion δgµν (Sgrav + S(n)
br ) = 0. In particular,

∂nSgrav = −∂nS(n)
br =

A

4GN
. (29)

This, along with equations (17), (24) and (25), shows
that the multi-entropy is given a simple formula

S(q) =
A(W)

4GN
. (30)

Here A(W) is the area of the minimal brane web W in
B. The brane web W obeys the topological conditions,

1. W is anchored at the boundaries of all the regions
Ra’s.

2. W contains sub-webs that are homologous to all
the regions Ra’s.

The second condition is the reformulation of the state-
ment that between any two chambers Ca and Cb there
must be at least one wall. As the solution minimizes
the area subject to these conditions, it doesn’t allow any
chamber that lies completely in the interior of C. This
justifies our assumption 2.

The brane web in question is extremely familiar in
D = 4. In the three dimensional Cauchy slice C it resem-
bles a soap film in hyperbolic space anchored on a given

“wire frame” at infinity. Specifying the anchor does not
specify the soap film uniquely but when combined with
the homology condition and the global minimum condi-
tion, it does. The close analogy to soap-films leads us
to call our prescription, the soap-film prescription. To
describe the soap-film it is convenient to introduce the

label L̃(k) for the special locus of co-dimension k. It is

defined inductively as the meeting locus of L̃(k−1) with

L̃(2) ≡ L̃. For D = 4 it is known that

• Three L̃(2)’s meet at L̃(3) at an angle 2π/3 =
cos−1(−1/2).

• Four L̃(3)’s meet at L̃(4) at an angle cos−1(−1/3).

These are known as Plateau’s laws of soap-film. In di-

mension D we expect k + 1 of L̃(k)’s to meet at L̃(k+1)

at an angle cos−1(−1/k) and so on until we get to L̃(D).
We have verified our proposal for 2D CFTs with large

central charge. These calculations will appear in an ac-
companying paper [24].

IV. GENERALIZATIONS

In this section we will comment on the generalizations
of our soap-film prescription in various directions.

A. Covariant prescription

The covariant generalization of the Ryu-Takayanagi
formula was presented in [3]. It was argued there that
the entanglement entropy is given by area of the extremal
surface rather than the minimal one. This prescription
was later rephrased as a maximin prescription in [25],
where the surface in question is obtained first by min-
imizing the area on some achronal slice Σ and then by
maximizing the area with respect to the variation of Σ.
In case there are multiple extremal solutions, we pick the
one with the minimum area as that corresponds to the
most dominant solution.

The soap-film prescription proposed here admits a nat-
ural covariant generalization along the lines of [3] and
[25]. We conjecture that the covariant multi-entropy is
obtained as the area of the minimal extremal soap-film
rather than the globally minimal one and that this choice
is equivalent to the one obtained by the maximin pre-
scription of [25].

B. Higher derivative gravity

For higher derivative gravitational theories, we do ex-
pect a non-trivial contribution localized at the higher co-

dimensional meeting loci L̃(k)’s because the dimensional
analysis argument presented in section III ceases to be
valid as `scale can be provided by the inverse mass-scale
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of the higher derivative corrections. It would be interest-
ing to compute these terms in general higher derivative
theory of gravity.

C. Quantum corrections

Quantum correction to the multi-entropy can be found
using the replica trick in the bulk. We consider nq−1

replica copies of the orbifold B̃n and insert the bulk twist

operators Vg at L̃g. This has the effect of reversing the
orbifold and give back the geometry Bn. The partition
function on the replicated manifold is then simply the

partition function Z(q)
n . This is the partition function

that goes into the calculation of the multi-entropy. If
the replica trick was performed on the bulk geometry

B, it would have given the bulk multi-entropy S
(q)
bulk(W)

corresponding to the chamber decomposition Ca directly,

however, because the replica trick was performed on B̃n,

it is not obvious that what we get is S
(q)
bulk(W). This

situation is similar to the bi-partite case [26] (see also
[27]). There, the difference between the two quantities is
captured by changing the classical solution by O(GN ) to
account for the one loop expectation value of the stress
tensor. This changes the area and hence the entangle-
ment entropy by O(1). We expect a similar formula to
give the sub-leading correction to the multi-entropy

S(q) =
〈Â(W)〉

4GN
+ S

(q)
bulk(W) + c.t.. (31)

Here Â(W) is the area operator of the soap film and c.t.

are the counter-terms that render S
(q)
bulk(W) finite.

Following [6], [28] we conjecture a formula that is valid
to all orders in 1/GN perturbation theory: Multi-entropy
is given by the above formula but W is not the ordinary
area extremizing soap-film but rather the “quantum ex-
tremal soap-film” i.e. the soap film that extremizes the
combination

A(W)

4GN
+ S

(q)
bulk(W). (32)

In analogy with the bi-partite case, we call this prescrip-
tion the quantum extremal soap-film prescription.
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